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At IKEA we are inspired by a vissionAt IKEA we are inspired by a vission



To create a better everyday life 
for the many people
To create a better everyday life 
for the many people



…by taking care of the planet resources





40,000 ton palm oil

13.56 million m3 wood
39 million m3 water

150,000 ton cotton

33 million ton of CO2 eq.
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Co-workers 
at sub-suppliers 

650 million 
visitors

600,000 co-workers 
at suppliers

135,000 
co-workers

2 million people in 
extended value chain

IKEA and People 





Sustainability
must be a part of everything we do

Idea

End of life

Product use

IKEA stores

Marketing

Distribution

Manufacturing

Sustainability
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Raw 
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Slide 12

L1 Layout/design of this slide differs from the rest. Needs to be more graphical.
LLHH, 1/12/2011



‘It takes a new way of thinking to solve the problems ...
that we created by the old way of thinking’



From: minimising negative 
impact from value chain   

To: creating positive impact 
on PEOPLE AND PLANET  

Transformational shift 



Inspire and enable people 
to live a more sustainable 
life at home

Strive for energy and 
resources independence

Take the lead in creating a 
better life for people and 
communities

Key change drivers 



Sustainability cannot be a luxury good,
must be affordable for the many people.



Democratic Design - sustainability integrated



Inspire and enable  our customers to 
live  a more sustainable life at home



100% LED at affordable prices 



SMALL
changes

BIG
volume

X

a HUGE
difference



Our sustainable products 



Make more from less



Responsible forestry - secure raw materials for 
the future



100 % Better Cotton – comming from more 
sustainable sources, impacting today 120 000 farmers 



Flat-packs and ’knock down’ solution 
decrease the need for transportation



Energy efficiency improvements at our suppliers 
save money and CO2 emissions 



100% IWAY compliance 
IKEA Code of Conduct at our suppliers 



Our sustainable stores 
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Integrating sustainability in store design 



Renewable energy at IKEA stores and offsite 



Rain water harvesting IKEA stores and warehouses 



Zero waste to landfill and turn waste 
into resources 

“Closing the loops”



Take back service at the end of life of 
products for re-use or recycling 



act as a good neighbour and citizen 



Better schools for the most important 
people in the world 



Brighten Lives for those who lost their homes 



Social entrepreneurs integrated in our business model



Contributing to sustainable development of local 
communities  



and ready to act in emergency 



all thanks to engaged co-workers who 
act as sustainability ambassadors 



to summarize… People and Planet Positive 

We transform our business to  
have positive impact on People 
and the Planet 
by  promoting more sustainable 
and healthier life at home, 
investing in renewable energy 
and resources circularity,  
responsible stewardship of 
forests and farmlands, 
and actively contribute to a 
more fair society. 



This job never ends... 



Thank you 

... for your attention and care    


